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ABSTRACT 

 

 
Hurricane Harvey (2017) spawned from a westward propagating tropical wave in the 

Atlantic and then tracked across the southern Caribbean Sea, the Yucatán Peninsula, and lastly 

over the Gulf of Mexico, where it quickly intensified into a category 4 (on the Saffir-Simpson 

Scale) tropical cyclone. As a mature hurricane, Harvey underwent an eyewall replacement cycle 

which led to structural and intensity changes hours before making landfall over the Texas central 

coast. 

This study investigates the structure and frequency of secondary eyewalls in 20 forecast 

simulations of Tropical Cyclone Harvey (2017) as produced by the 2017 operational Hurricane 

Weather Research and Forecast (HWRF) System. To understand the predictability of secondary 

eyewalls, the secondary eyewall-producing simulations must be distinguished from the non-

secondary eyewall-producing simulations. Thus, a diagnostic method of subjectively detecting 

secondary eyewalls in forecast data is developed. The diagnostic method identifies specific 

secondary eyewall traits that have been studied and documented in literature. The results show that 

most of the simulations (~80%) produce a secondary eyewall. While the all secondary eyewall-

producing simulations are initialized over the ocean, the unsuccessful simulations, on the other 

hand, are initialized over or just west of the Yucatán Peninsula. 

To study the relationship between land-storm interaction and secondary eyewall 

simulation, a comparison is made between the successful simulations initialized over the 

Caribbean Sea (which tracked over the Yucatán Peninsula) and the unsuccessful runs. For both 

sets of simulations, the effect of land-storm interaction led to temporary storm weakening while 

over the Yucatán Peninsula. However, this interaction has respectively a greater negative effect on 

vortex spin-up and organization on those simulations initialized over land. 
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A comparison between the over land evolution of a non-SE producing and aSE-producing 

simulation is made. The results show that both storms maintain a similar dynamic structure as they 

move west over the Yucatán Peninsula. However, the SE-producing simulation is in a more 

favorable thermodynamic environment with higher RH values above the storms and more 

convective activity near its center when compared to the non-SE producing simulation.  

Based on these results, it is speculated that deep moist convective feedback processes 

enhanced by a thermodynamically favorable conditions within and near the Caribbean Sea 

initialized storms act as an additional intensification mechanism which lacks in the over land 

initialized storms. The relatively drier air mass and less convective activity associated with the 

land simulations produces a less favorable environment and limits the intensification rate of these 

storms over once over water. It is speculated that slower intensification rates inhibit these storms 

from reaching an adequate TC intensity and structure conducive for SEF before making landfall 

over Texas/Mexico and weakening. 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Intense tropical cyclones attaining category 4 or 5 on the Saffir–Simpson scale often 

develop a secondary (concentric) eyewall at some point throughout their lifetime (Hawkins and 

Helveston 2008; Kuo et al. 2009). As these storms intensify, rainbands associated with the tropical 

cyclone (TC) spiral inwards and become more axisymmetric to form a partial or complete ring of 

deep convection around the eyewall. This ring of deep convection which is associated with a 

secondary maximum in tangential wind and vertical velocity is also known as a secondary eyewall 

(SE). The first observational study dedicated to the investigation of secondary eyewall formation 

(SEF) was conducted by Fortner (1958). Later studies such as Willoughby et al. (1982); Black and 

Willoughby (1992); Kuo et al. (2009); Sitkowski et al. (2011) have further documented SEs and 

their association to TC structure and intensity changes. 

In these studies, it has been determined that as the SE (outer eyewall) intensifies and 

becomes more axisymmetric, it also contracts and strengthens. Simultaneously, a strong 

subsidence region, also known as a moat, develops between the inner and outer tangential wind 

maxima which are associated with the inner and outer eyewalls respectively (Willoughby et al. 

1984; Houze et al. 2006). The combination of strong subsidence in the moat region and the 

strengthening influence of the outer eyewall inhibits the secondary circulation of the inner eyewall. 

As a result, the storm temporarily weakens. If the storm remains in an environment favorable for 

development, this process will continue until the inner eyewall completely dissipates. 

Simultaneously, the SE contracts, then replaces the original eyewall, and finally the TC 

reintensifies. This process is known as an eyewall replacement cycle (ERC). 

https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/MWR-D-12-00251.1
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Although the structural and intensity changes accompanying SEs and the subsequent ERC 

have been well documented in observational studies, there is no consensus on the underlying 

dynamical mechanisms governing SEF. At present there are several competing hypotheses 

concerning the mechanisms of SEF. Generally, these studies focus on three primary categories of 

influence: the internal dynamics that possibly govern this formation such as the stagnation radius 

of Vortex Rossby Waves (Montgomery and Kallenbach 1997; Martinez et al. 2010, 2011; 

Menelaou et al. 2013; Qiu et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2013; Sun et al. 2013), the dynamical response 

of a balanced vortex to latent heating radially outside the eyewall (Wang 2009; Moon and Nolan 

2010; Fang and Zhang 2012; Rozoff et al. 2012; Sun et al. 2013; Abarca and Montgomery 2014; 

Zhu and Zhu 2014), and the response to the unbalanced dynamics within the boundary layer 

(Huang et al. 2012; Abarca and Montgomery 2013, 2014; Kepert 2013; Kepert and Nolan 2014; 

Montgomery et al. 2014; Qiu and Tan 2013; Sun et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2013). In most studies, 

the balanced dynamics refers to the component that can be recovered from the solution to the 

azimuthal mean Sawyer-Eliassen non-linear Secondary Circulation equation. Conversely, the 

residual from the balanced component is defined as the unbalanced dynamics.  

While identifying the underlying dynamics of SEF and ERC remains an open and active 

area of research, this study will focus on a different but related aspect of the problem. Specifically, 

this study will investigate the predictability of SEF and ERC in a state-of-the-art operational 

numerical weather prediction system, as described in more detail below. Such studies on 

predictability have the added value that results may provide clues about the underlying dynamical 

mechanisms and may inform the design of future studies in this area. 

The focus of this study will be TC Harvey in 2017 which completed a ERC just before 

making landfall. Figure 1 shows the best-track (HURDAT2) (Landsea et al. 2013) trajectory and 
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intensity evolution of the storm. Harvey spawned from a tropical wave that came off the coast of 

Africa on 12 August 2017. The wave traveled west across the Atlantic Ocean and eventually 

developed into a tropical depression around 17 August 0600 UTC.  Twelve hours later the 

depression developed into a tropical storm about 440 n mi from Barbados. Harvey continued west 

affecting the Lesser Antilles and dissipating over the central Caribbean Sea. After re-forming over 

the Bay of Campeche, Harvey rapidly intensified into a category 4 hurricane (on the Saffir–

Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale) before making landfall on the northern end of San Jose Island 

about 5 n mi east of Rockport, Texas on 25 August 0300 UTC. In addition to the damage caused 

by high winds and storm surge at landfall, the damage caused by Harvey-related flooding was 

catastrophic. The latest NOAA damage estimate from Harvey is $125 billion, making this storm 

the 2nd costliest in U.S. history after adjusting for inflation (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/billions/). 

Before Harvey made landfall, the National Hurricane Center (NHC) issued an advisory at 

1500 UTC on 25 August stating that Harvey developed SE overnight based on observational data 

from two WSR-88D Doppler radars and flight reconnaissance data. Figure 2 describes the storm’s 

intensity evolution using both best-track minimum mean sea-level pressure and maximum 

sustained wind speed. The gray area on the plot depicts the time when Harvey developed a SE as 

determined by the NHC hurricane advisories. During the SEF (represented by gray box in Figure 

2), Harvey’s intensification rate decreased, as indicated by the maximum wind speed. 

Simultaneously, the rate of change in minimum sea-level pressure increased. It is, therefore, 

possible that the SEF affected the intensity of TC Harvey just before landfall. 
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Figure 1: Best-track position and intensity for TC Harvey 2017. Colored and dashed line mark the 

trajectory of the storm while the filled circles mark storm positions every 24 hours. The color 

coding and line style of the trajectory denote the intensity of the storm at that time. See legend for 

more information.  Image courtesy of NOAA 

                      

Figure 2: Best-track (HURDAT2) intensity evolution of maximum sustained surface wind speed 

(black) and minimum pressure (blue) for TC Harvey 2017 between 20 August 1200 UTC and 28 

August 1200 UTC 2017. 
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The link between SEF and TC structure and intensity changes motivates the need to 

understand and ultimately predict SEF. This is especially true for storms that threaten to make 

landfall as intense TCs. An example of one such storm is TC Andrew (1992). As the storm 

approached the Florida coast, the storm underwent an ERC. After the completion of the cycle, 

Andrew continued to intensify, reaching category 5 status just before landfall (on the Saffir–

Simpson scale) (Willoughby and Black 1996; Landsea et al. 2004). Another example is TC Katrina 

(2005). While making landfall over Louisiana, Katrina was undergoing an ERC. Although this 

caused the storm to weaken, the formation of a concentric eyewall translated into a broadening TC 

wind field. Consequently, this led to enhanced storm surge which breached the levy system and 

cause widespread flooding in the New Orleans area. 

From these examples, and many other storms not mentioned here, correctly forecasting 

ERCs that occur in landfalling TCs is crucial for the protection of life and property. Thus, it 

becomes imperative to enhance the skill in forecasting SEs (Sitkowski et al. 2011, 2012; Kossin 

and Sitkowski 2012; Yang et al. 2013; Kossin and DeMaria 2016; Zhang et al. 2017). One such 

effort was made by Kossin and Sitkowski (2009). They developed a diagnostic/predictive 

algorithm based on a Bayesian probabilistic model using observed environmental conditions that 

are associated with the formation of SE. Kossin and Sitkowski (2012) introduced new statistical 

models that are based on a documented climatology of intensity and structure changes associated 

with eyewall replacement cycles in Atlantic Ocean basin hurricanes created by Sitkowski et al. 

(2011). 

Despite the fruitful efforts of these authors, predicting SEs remains a great challenge. 

Fortunately, recent advancements in numerical weather prediction systems (NWP) have 

demonstrated potential in predicting SEF and ERC. One such NWP model that is fit for this 
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purpose is the Hurricane Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF) model. The operational 2017 

HWRF model simulated SEs in multiple forecasts for TC Harvey (Abarca 2018). 

The operational HWRF model performed well with respect to track guidance and very well 

for intensity guidance during the 2017 North Atlantic Hurricane season (Cangialosi 2018).  Table 

1 and 2 compares the track and intensity guidance errors for various NWP models and the official 

NHC forecast. In Table 1, the 6-h interpolated early HWRF guidance (HWFI) for hurricane Harvey 

performs better than the 6-h interpolated early GFS guidance (GFSI) during the early forecast 

periods (12 to 36 hours). However, at longer forecast periods it shows more track skill than the 

GFSI. Meanwhile, the 6-h interpolated early European Center for Medium-Range Weather 

Forecast guidance (EMXI), outperforms the HWFI skill at all forecast periods. The track error 

range between the EMXI and HWFI is 3.8 n mi at 12 hours and 16.8 n mi at 96 hours. Table 2 

shows the same comparison but for intensity errors. The HWFI model proves to be more skillful 

at predicting maximum intensity than both the GFSI and EMXI at all forecast periods.   

Table 3 and 4 presents a comparison between different operational NWP guidance for TC 

Harvey (Blake and Zelinsky 2018). Early in the forecast period, HWFI had smaller track error than 

the GFSI (up to 36 hours) and EMXI (up to 24 hours). With respect to intensity error, HWRF 

performed very well compared to the other models. It showed more skill than the EMXI guidance 

at all forecast periods. When compared to the GFSI, it performed better at shorter lead times. 

Interestingly, the HWFI had relatively smaller intensity errors than the NHC official forecast 

between 36 and 48 hours.  
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Table 1: Comparison between different 6-h interpolated early NWP model guidance track error 

(n mi) for the 2017 North Atlantic Hurricane Season. The information in this table is from the 

NHC’s Forecast Verification Report 2017 (Cangialosi 2018). 

 
 

Table 2: Comparison between different 6-h interpolated early NWP model guidance intensity 

error (knots) for the 2017 North Atlantic Hurricane Season. The information in this table is from 

the NHC’s Forecast Verification Report 2017 (Cangialosi 2018). 

 

Table 3: Comparison between different 6-h interpolated early NWP model guidance track errors 

(n mi) for TC Harvey 2017. The information in this table is from the NHC’s Tropical Cyclone 

Report for TC Harvey (Blake and Zelinsky 2018). 
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Table 4: Comparison between different 6-h interpolated early NWP model guidance intensity 

error (knots) for TC Harvey 2017. The information in this table is from the NHC’s Tropical 

Cyclone Report for TC Harvey (Blake and Zelinsky 2018). 

 

 

In this study, a set of HWRF forecast simulations for TC Harvey are analyzed in order to 

accomplish the following objectives:  

 

1) Perform a model evaluation on HWRF simulations of Harvey to subjectively identify 

SE in the forecasts, 

2) Evaluate the predictability of SE/ERC in HWRF simulations of Harvey (i.e., evaluate 

the spatial and temporal consistency of SE simulations between the forecasts), 

3) To describe any differences (e.g., initialization environment, vortex “spin-up” 

characteristics, etc.) between simulations that did and did not simulate SE and ERC. 

 

The analysis of these objectives collectively will give insight to various aspects of 

forecasting SE. The first objective intends to identify specific dynamic and thermodynamic metrics 

pertinent to SEF and ERC and describe the evolution of these fields in integrations that simulate 

SE. The second objective intends to determine the extent to which SEF and ERC are predictable 

in HWRF for the specific case of Harvey. An important caveat of this effort is that this analysis is 
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based on a sample of simulations of only one North Atlantic TC simulated by a specific version of 

HWRF. Additional cases are required for a more robust study. More information on the sample 

size and model configuration is provided in the next section. The last objective will describe any 

differences in the environment between simulations that did and did not simulate SE. The results 

of the last objective might shed light on some possible dependencies of SEF for this sample of 

simulations.  

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the configuration of the 

HWRF model and the methodology used to subjectively diagnose SE in HWRF model data. 

Section 3 presents a detailed analysis of one SE-producing simulation, an analysis of the 

predictability of SEF in HWRF in general, and a comparative analysis between a SE-producing 

and a non-SE-producing simulation. Lastly, section 4 summarizes the findings in this thesis and 

discusses some possible factors that SEF might be sensitive to in these simulations. 
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 CHAPTER 2  

DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

 

In this study, the characteristics and predictability of SEF and ERC are analyzed in 

forecasts from the 2017 operational HWRF modeling system version 3.9a. The HWRF system is 

an atmosphere-ocean model customized for hurricane/tropical storm application. It is structured 

with a parent grid and two telescopic, high-resolution, movable 2-way nested grids. The dynamical 

core of HWRF is the Non-Hydrostatic Weather Research and Forecast model version 3.9.1. The 

environmental fields used in the boundary conditions of the parent domain are derived from the 

Global Forecasting System (GFS) analysis. Meanwhile the fields in the nest domains are derived 

from 6-h forecasts from the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS), enhanced through the 

vortex relocation and the HWRF Data Assimilation System (HDAS). The GDAS is the system 

used by the GFS model to place observations (e.g. aircraft reports, weather balloon data, bouys, 

etc.,) into a gridded model space for initializing weather forecast with observed nada. The HDAS 

is based on the Global Assimilation with Gridpoint Statistical Assimilation (GSI) system and is 

used for inner core observations for TCs. The HWRF system has two nest domains: the 

intermediate nest domain (6-km resolution) which has a domain size of ~24° x ~24° and the 

innermost domain (2-km resolution) which has a domain size of ~7.0° x ~7.0°. Table 2 provides a 

summary about the configuration of this version of HWRF. The complete documentation of the 

HWRF system for this configuration is available on the Developmental Testbed Center website 

(Biswas et al. 2017). All simulations used in this study are consistent with this version and 

configuration of the model as described in Table 5. 
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Table 5: A summary of the 2017 operational HWRF model configuration used in this study. 

 

 

 

In this work, a sample of 20 simulations produced by HWRF for TC Harvey in 2017 are 

analyzed. The simulations are initialized consecutively between 20 August 1200Z and 25 August 

0600Z at 6-hour intervals. However, the simulation initialized on 21 August 0600Z is left out from 

this study due to corrupted data which made the analysis impossible. This makes for a sample size 

of 19 simulations. For each simulation, output is obtained every 3 hours to a maximum lead time 

of 126 hours. The horizontal resolution of the intermediate and innermost domains, 6 km and 2 

km respectively, are adequate for resolving large-scale convective structures. However, the focus 

of this study is on SE and a high horizontal resolution is necessary for solving convective features 

near and within the eyewall. Although 2 km resolution is suitable for resolving most convective 

features associated with TC eyewalls, this might not be enough to solve extreme cases of very 

small eyewalls and/or the narrow regions between closely packed concentric eyewalls. 

To reach the objectives proposed in the introduction section of this thesis, the following 3-

step methodology has been devised as follows: i) determine key axisymmetric and asymmetric 

characteristics of SEs and SEFs based on the definition of these structures in literature, ii) develop  
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a diagnostic method of subjectively identifying SEs and SEFs in HWRF forecast simulations for 

TC Harvey using SE characteristics determined in i, iii) compare SE-producing and non-SE-

producing forecast simulations to identify differences in simulated TC environment, structure, 

intensity, and other dynamic and thermodynamic differences that might distinguish the SE runs 

from non-SE runs. 

Diagnosing SEs in forecast simulations requires a thorough understanding of the key 

characteristics that describe and classify SEs and SEFs. Although some authors have developed 

objective methods of identifying SEs (e.g., in satellite imagery as in Yang et al. 2013), in idealized 

studies, authors generally use subjective methods of determining SEs and/or SEFs in the data 

(Huang et al. 2012; Wu et al. 2012). While an objective technique would be required for identifying 

SEs in an analysis consisting of many cases (e.g., in a climatological study), the small number of 

simulations included in this study affords a subjective assessment of SEs. Therefore, this study 

uses a subjective method of analysis which is based on the definition of eyewalls and SEs as 

determined in other studies. The criteria used in this study for identifying the presence of SEs in 

the available HWRF simulations for TC Harvey are as follows. 

 

a) Smith et al. (2009) analyzed a series of numerical experiments to show that during 

TC intensification there is a broadening of the outer tangential wind field above and 

within the boundary layer. Based on these observations, Huang et al. (2012) 

proposed a sequence of structural changes, including a broadening of the outer 

tangential wind fields, which occur in the outer-core region of a mature tropical 

cyclone, which culminates in the formation of a secondary eyewall. Although the 

structural broadening is readily seen associated SE in observations and 
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computational studies. The physical mechanism behind this structural broadening, 

and it’s connection to Se, is currently not known. Nevertheless, for this study, the 

first characteristics of SEs and SEFs is determined as a broadening and 

intensification of the outer tangential wind field (outside of the primary eyewall 

region) as a predecessor of a SEF.  

 

b) In the seminal work by Willoughby et al. (1982), hereafter WB82, the authors used 

aircraft observations of TC David (1979) and Allen (1980) to describe ERC in both 

these storms. They found that the storms developed a double maximum in their 

tangential profiles at some point during their lifecycle. The relative maximum in 

tangential wind at a smaller radius was associated with the primary eyewall while 

the maximum at a larger radius was associated with the SE. Based on these 

observational findings, the second characteristic of SE used in this study is that SEs 

are associated with a secondary maximum in tangential wind, which is always 

found radially outward from primary maximum of tangential wind associated with 

the primary eyewall. Figure 3 shows an example of this double tangential wind 

maxima as seen in WP-3D flight data for TC Gilberto (1988) (Black and 

Willoughby 1992). Several other observational case studies have documented this 

double wind maxima and the eyewall replacement process (e.g., Marks et al. 1992; 

Franklin et al. 1993). 

 

c) Much like the processes involved in a primary eyewall intensification, during the 

formation and intensification of a SE, a localized decrease in pressure at the surface 

https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/JAS-D-11-0119.1
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/JAS-D-11-0119.1
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occurs in this area due to elevated diabatic heat release in the mid-troposphere. The 

diabatic heat release is associated with the upward transport of moisture-rich air 

from lower levels, which cool and condense to release latent and sensible heat. The 

upward burst of air is associated with low-level mass convergence of radially 

inward flowing air and high inertial stability in the region of the low-level pressure 

perturbation. Given favorable conditions, the feedback process continues, and the 

secondary eyewall intensifies. In this scenario, strong primary and SE are 

associated with enhanced vertical transport of air. Therefore, the third characteristic 

of SE sought out by the diagnostic method is the collocation between a secondary 

maximum in tangential wind and secondary maximum in vertical velocity marks 

the location of a SE. 

 

d) Many studies involving observations and numerical experiments of SE conclude 

that located between two relative maximums in vertical velocity, which are 

associated with a primary and secondary maximum respectively, exists a well-

defined moat region (e.g., Abarca and Montgomery 2013; Bell et al. 2011). The 

moat region is described as an area of elevated subsidence and reduced reflectivity 

or deep convection (Houze et al. 2007; Dodge et al. 1999). Thus, the presence of a 

moat region between the two eyewalls is another characteristic used to determine 

the presence of SE in the simulations. 

 

e) The last characteristic is based on a study performed by Barnes and Barnes (2014) 

in which eyewall characteristics were identified from 209 images from 37 tropical 

https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/JAS-D-11-0119.1
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cyclones (TCs) using the lower-fuselage 5.6-cm radar, aboard the two National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration WP-3Ds. Reflectivity values of 32 dBz 

or higher was used as the primary indicator for the eyewall. In various studies (e.g., 

Jorgensen 1984b and Barnes and Barnes 2014) a similar threshold as a primary 

indicator of eyewall is used. Like primary eyewalls, secondary eyewalls are also 

associated with regions of deep convection. Thus, the last characteristic used to 

describe the presence of a SE is the following: a SE is associated with region of 

deep convection concentric to the primary eyewall.  

 

Thus, all five key characteristics of SE are summarized as followed: 

 

a) A broadening of the tangential wind field as precursor to SEF; 

b) SEs are associated with secondary maxima in tangential wind; 

c) SEs are associated with secondary maxima in vertical motion; 

d) A moat region separates a primary eyewall from a secondary eyewall; 

e) A SE is associated with an annular, or semi-annular, region of deep convection 

concentric to the primary eyewall. 

 

Step two of the methodology involves applying the criteria described in step one to the 

HWRF simulations in order to identify which forecast produced SE. A set of four visualizations 

are analyzed subjectively to assess all five key characteristics of SE described above. The 

visualizations capture both axisymmetric and asymmetric characteristics of SEs. The 

axisymmetric characteristics are depicted by three types of visualizations:  
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1. A Hovmӧller plot of the 775 hPa azimuthally averaged tangential wind speed which 

describes the intensity evolution of the storm and makes it possible to depict wind 

field expansion before SEF. 

2. An intensity versus radius plot of the 775 hPa azimuthally averaged tangential wind 

speed which helps identify wind field structure similar to that observed in Figure 6 

3. A height-radius plot depicting azimuthally averaged vertical velocity and tangential 

wind fields. 

Lastly, the asymmetric characteristics of SE is depicted by: 

4. 2-D horizontal field plot of the 775 hPa model-derived reflectivity. 

 

Each of these plots has the capability of depicting one or more of the key characteristic of 

SE described earlier. For example, visualization type 1 can depict the broadening and 

intensification of the outer tangential wind field described in a). Visualization type 2 can depict a 

secondary maximum in tangential wind field as discussed in b). Visualization type 3 can depict 

the SE characteristics described in b) as well as the collocation between a secondary maximum in 

tangential wind and secondary maximum in vertical velocity and presence of a moat region 

between the two eyewalls as discussed in c) and d) respectively. Lastly, visualization type 4 can 

discern the last characteristic of SE described in e) where SE are associated with secondary regions 

of high annular, or semi-annular, reflectivity that surrounds a primary region of high reflectivity. 

Upon application of the analysis process described above, all simulations are classified as 

either a secondary eyewall-producing or a non-secondary eyewall-producing simulation. For 

secondary eyewall-producing simulations two criteria are necessary: i) a minimum of three of the  

five key SE characteristics must be identified and, ii) these characteristics must be identified no 

more than 24 hours apart from each other. Conversely, for a simulation to be considered a non-
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secondary eyewall-producing simulation, less than three of the five key SE characteristics are 

identified.  

Before moving forward, a few caveats accompany this system of classification must be 

discussed. First, the identification of SE characteristics in the model simulations are done 

subjectively. This makes it difficult to maintain identification consistency between each 

simulation. Although a threshold for determining eyewall location in reflectivity fields is used (e.g. 

32 dBz), other thresholds for the remaining fields analyzed in the study would increase the 

objectivity in this study. The second caveat is that not all characteristics are mutually exclusive. 

Since the method involves identifying specific characteristics which are all tied to SE, it is likely 

that when one characteristic is identified, others will be too. Table 6 features a heatmap color 

scheme in order to highlight the total co-occurrence of each of the characteristics for all SE-

producing simulations of Harvey. The x- and y-axis labeled 1 through 5 represent the five key 

characteristics used for the identification of SE and SEF where characteristic 1 through 5 represent 

characteristic labeled a through d respectively. The values (shaded) in the heatmap indicate the 

number of simulations a SE or SEF characteristic (in the x-axis) was identified and co-occurred 

with any of the other SE and SEF characteristics (in the y-axis). Higher values indicate that these 

characteristics occur together in more simulations. Note the high number of cooccurrences 

between characteristics 2 through 5 (darker purple colors).  This lack of mutual exclusivity 

between characteristics can lead to a high bias in SE and SEF identification. An example of this 

downfall is seen later in this paper. 

Meanwhile, the cooccurrence of the same type of characteristic (diagonal from top left to 

bottom right) indicates the total number simulations in which that characteristic was identified. 

From Table 6 it is discerned that the most frequently identified SE characteristics are items 2 
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through 5, showing between 13 and 15 total hits when accounting for all the simulations. The least 

frequently identified characteristic is item 1 (i.e., a broadening of the tangential wind field as 

precursor to SEF) with a total of 10 hits. This relatively low hit count possibly explains less 

frequent cooccurrences with the other characteristics. It is also arguable that this characteristic is 

either less related to SE in this simulation or the method of SE characteristic identification is less 

efficient of detecting tangential wind field broadening than the other characteristics. 

 

Table 6:  Heatmap descibing the frequency at which two distinct key charactersitics are identified 

simultaneously. The values inside each box represents the number of simulations the pair of key 

charactersitics are indentified. SE characterisitics 1 through 5 refer to the key characteristics a 

through e respectively. 
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Figure 3: Time evolution of flight level tangential wind as seen in WP-3D flight data for TC 

Gilberto in 1988. The data depicts the developments and evolution of the double tangential wind 

maxima associated with the secondary eyewall of his storm. Image from: Black and Willoughby 

(1992). 
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As mentioned above, the key characteristics of SE are identified using azimuthally 

averaged fields. A brief description of the azimuthal averaging procedure is as follows. The center 

point of all azimuthal averages in this work is defined as the storm’s center. A two-step algorithm 

is applied for identifying these centers. First, the algorithm searches for an absolute minimum in 

geopotential height within a (201 x 201) horizontal grid point space centered about HWRF’s inner 

nest. Second, within a (5 x 5) horizontal grid point space centered about the geopotential height 

minimum, the algorithm locates the grid point associated with the minimum wind speed. The 

coordinates associated with this grid point are classified as storm’s center. This algorithm can be 

applied at all levels. At low levels, especially with stronger storms, geopotential height could be 

negative (underground), the algorithm allows for these values and continues the calculation based 

on the largest negative value.  

To conclude this study, a comparison between secondary eyewall-producing and non-

secondary eyewall-producing simulations is carried out. This final step intends to find differences 

between specific dynamic and thermodynamic aspects of each of simulated storm’s environment, 

structure and intensity. The link between such differences and SEF frequency in these simulations 

can open floor for questions and future studies regarding the sensitivity of SEF to these factors in 

HWRF. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

 

This section presents an analysis all HWRF simulations of TC Harvey used in this study. 

It will be shown that 15 out of the 19 simulations forecast SEF since they show a minimum of 3 

of the 5 key secondary eyewall characteristics as defined in Chapter 2. The remaining 4 simulations 

do not forecast secondary eyewalls. The section is divided into 3 subsections. Section 3.1 

demonstrates the key secondary eyewalls characteristics in two specific simulations. Section 3.2 

summarizes the simulation of SEs across the full set of 19 simulations and describes their 

predictability in HWRF. Lastly, section 3.3 presents a comparison between simulations with and 

without secondary eyewalls. 

 

3.1 Secondary Eyewall Characteristics in Harvey Simulations 

 

To streamline the presentation, the identification of secondary eyewalls in only one specific 

secondary eyewall producing simulation is shown in this section. This simulation was initialized 

on 21 August 1800Z. Two main characteristics separate this simulation from the rest. First, it is 

one of only two simulations in the entire sample to show all five of the key SE characteristics. 

Second, this simulated storm encountered land during its lifecycle. The land-vortex interaction and 

its associated effect on SEF becomes an important feature distinguishing the secondary eyewall-

producing simulations from the non-secondary eyewall-producing simulations. The effect of land 

interaction on these simulations is discussed in section 3.3.  

Figure 4 shows the model-derived pseudo radar reflectivity in order to provide an overview 

of the simulated precipitation that occurred during the simulated ERC. At 63 h into the simulation 

(Figure 4a), the storm exhibits a region of elevated reflectivity near the center of the storm. The 
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deep convection in this region is organized into two semi-circular bands north of the storm center. 

The innermost band of deep convection is associated with the eyewall, while the outermost band 

is associated with rainband activity that is becoming symmetric about the center axis. The 

outermost band of elevated precipitation eventually replaces the primary eyewall by 66h.   

For the following 6 hours (Figure 4b−c), the banded features (which are now associated 

with the primary eyewall) near the storm’s center contract. Simultaneously, convective activity 

associated with the outward spiraling rainbands located between 50- and 100 km from storm center 

increases and becomes more axisymmetric. This contraction of the eyewall can be clearly seen in 

the azimuthally averaged tangential wind field in the height-radius plot (Figure 5b−c). 

The contraction of the primary eyewall reaches a minimum radius at 69 h. Afterward, it 

undergoes weakening which is partly due to the formation of the secondary eyewall. Hints of the 

weakening of the primary eyewall can be seen from Figures 4d and 5d. Deep convection associated 

with the primary eyewall decreases and the tangential wind in this area relaxes. Radially outside 

the strongest tangential winds, a primary rainband spirals outward between approximately 25- and 

125 km and covers all of the northeast and southeast quadrants of the storm. Three hours later, 

convective activity associated with the primary eyewall intensifies into a discernable semi-circular 

ring, and a new outward spiraling rainband develops between 25- and 120 km.  

Between 75 h and 78 h, the primary eyewall continues to weaken as the two outer rainbands 

merge and become elongated in the azimuthal direction. Eventually, an individual annular eyewall 

structure in reflectivity forms at a radius of approximately 50 km at 78 h (Figure 4f). This marks 

the time of SEF, and the first SE characteristic is identified (characteristic labeled as e) in the 

methodology section). It is important to note that the time of SEF for this, and all other SE-

producing simulations, is determined by the earliest time at which an individual concentric eyewall 
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structure is identified in the reflectivity fields. The concentric eyewall can be a full, or partial, ring 

of deep convection, but must form radially outside the primary eyewall. 

During the following 6 hours, the ERC completes as the primary eyewall continues to 

weaken while the secondary eyewall intensifies and contracts. As, mentioned earlier, the 

underlying physical processes resulting in a SEF are not fully understood. However various works 

which studied these structures agree that as a secondary eyewall develops latent heat release from 

condensating, moisture-rich, updrafts drive a thermally direct circulation outward and a thermally 

indirect circulation inward. This circulation reinforces the original updraft resulting in a feedback 

process which in turn continues to enhance deep convection and organization in that area. (e.g., 

Willoughby et al. 1982; Black and Willoughby 1992; Kuo et al. 2009; Sitkowski et al. 2011; Huang 

et al. 2012; Wu et al. 2012).  

The identification of SEF and ERC in simulated reflectivity suggests that this progression 

may also be identifiable in dynamical fields such as in the tangential wind and vertical velocity. 

Figure 5 shows the same temporal sequence as Figure 4 but for the height-radius cross-sections of 

the azimuthally averaged tangential wind and vertical velocity. At 63 h of simulation (Figure 5a), 

the maximum tangential wind associated with the primary eyewall surpasses 50 m s-1 near the top 

of the inflow boundary layer at a radius of approximately 22 km. The strongest vertical velocities 

in this area are located slightly inside of the tangential wind maximum at each level. Following 

the 30 m s−1 contour in Figure 5a−h, the storm’s tangential wind field expands radially outward 

and vertically upwards. This hints at an expansion of the tangential wind field which is the first SE 

key characteristic described in a). The expansion of the tangential wind field as a key characteristic 

of SEs in this simulation will be addressed later in this section. 

https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/MWR-D-12-00251.1
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It was seen in Figure 4a−c, that isolated convective cells associated with outward spiraling 

rainbands gradually become more become more large scale and axisymmetric about the center 

between 50- to 100km radius. This convective activity, which is associated with the future SEF, is 

spatially and temporally consistent with the location of enhanced upward motion at approximately 

60 km from storm center in Figure 5a−c. By 66 h (Fig. 5b) two separated relative maxima of rising 

air are clearly distinguishable. The first relative maximum is associated with the primary eyewall 

and is located between 10- and 15 km from the storm center, while the second relative maximum, 

which is associated with the organization and axisymmetrization of rainbands is located between 

60- and 70 km.  

By 69 h the secondary tangential maximum becomes more discernable between 40- and 80 

km and a low level secondary tangential wind maximum forms underneath the maximum values 

of rising air. Through the rest of the sequence, the secondary tangential wind and vertical velocity 

maxima associated with the axisymmetrization of convective activity, and ultimately the formation 

of the secondary eyewall, continue to intensify and contract while the primary maxima associated 

with primary eyewall weaken and fully dissipate by 84 h of simulation. 

It is important to note that throughout the ERC a distinct moat separates both primary and 

secondary tangential wind and vertical velocity maxima. The moat is visible in Figure 5b as an 

area of subsiding air (white shading) between two areas of rising air. At this time, the moat 

encompasses a broad region between 20- and 60 km radius and separates the two relative maxima 

in tangential wind and vertical velocity. Although the moat area changes shape, location, and 

intensity throughout the progression, in continuously separates the secondary and primary 

eyewalls until the dissipation of the latter at 84h. From Figure 5a−h, two key characteristics of SE 
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are depicted:  the collocation between a secondary maximum in tangential wind and secondary 

maximum in vertical velocity and presence of a moat region between the two eyewalls. 

 

             

Figure 4: 775 hPa 2-dimensional horizontal fields of model-derived reflectivity at a 3-hour 

interval for the simulation initialized on 21 August 1800Z. The x-axis represents longitude in 

degrees west, and the y-axis represents latitude in degrees north. White contour represents the 

Texas west coast. The plots are labeled in chronological order from a) to h) which represent 

forecast hours 63 to 84. The north-south oriented black line represents land.  

a b

c d

e f

g h
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Figure 5: Height-radius cross sections of azimuthally averaged tangential wind (contour) and 

vertical velocity (shaded) at a 3-hour interval for the simulation initialized on 21 August 1800Z. 

The x-axis represents radius from storm center (km) and, y-axis represent height in logarithmic 

pressure scale. The plots are labeled in chronological order from a) to h) which represent forecast 

hours 63 to 84. The blue contour marks the location of 0 vertical velocity.  
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The evolution of the azimuthally averaged tangential wind field as a function of radius is 

further inspected. Figure 6, after WB82, is first discussed because it demonstrates the archetypical 

progression of a tangential wind field during an ERC as observed in nature. WB82 used a 

combination of aircraft data from TC David (1979) and Allen (1980) to demonstrate how this 

progression occurs in nature. In Figure 6a a primary tangential wind maximum is located at a 

radius of approximately 20 km. Meanwhile, a secondary peak in the tangential wind maximum is 

located at approximately 125 km. Throughout Figures 6b−d the secondary maximum intensifies 

and contracts.  Figure 7 shows the progression of azimuthally-averaged wind like in WB82 (i.e., 

Figure 6) in order to identify a fourth key SE characteristic (the association of SE with a secondary 

maximum in tangential velocity).  

From Figure 7, the progression of the azimuthally averaged tangential wind field at the 775 

hPa level closely resembles that seen in previously observed storms (Figure 6). A single primary 

maximum in tangential wind associated with the primary eyewall is identified at 20 km from storm 

center at 63 h of simulation. By 66 h a secondary maximum in tangential wind develops between 

60- and 80 km radius. This corresponds well with the increased convective activity and enhanced 

ascent in that area as seen in Figure 4b and Figure 5b respectively. As in the observations of WB82, 

the secondary maximum in tangential wind in Figure 6b−c continues to intensify. Between 69 h 

and 72 h (Figure 7c−d), the secondary maximum in tangential velocity associated with the 

formation of the secondary eyewall surpasses the primary maximum. The wind profile at 72 h and 

75 h is very similar to the profiles seen in Figure 6c and 6d. Through the rest of the sequence in 

Figure 7, the secondary maximum in tangential wind continues to intensify and contract until the 

original primary eyewall dissipates. 
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Figure 6: Azimuthally averaged tangential wind field at 1 km from a combination of aircraft data 

for TCs David (1979) and Allen (1980). Image reproduced from WB82. 
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Figure 7: 775 hPa azimuthally averaged tangential wind at shown every 3-hours for the simulation 

initialized on 21 August 1800Z. The panels are labeled in chronological order from a) to h) which 

represent forecast hours 63 to 84. The blue arrows point to the tangential wind maximum 

associated with the primary eyewall while the red arrows point to the tangential wind maximum 

associated with the secondary eyewall. The primary eyewall eventually dissipates, and the blue 

arrow is no longer indicated. 
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The comparison between the azimuthally averaged tangential wind field in Figure 7, and 

the observational findings by WB82 provide confidence that this HWRF simulation has simulated 

secondary eyewalls with skill. More importantly, the evolution of the tangential wind field 

depicted in Figure 7b−d illustrates the SE characteristic labeled under b in Chapter 2. Thus, this 

defines yet another key secondary eyewall characteristic in this simulation.  

Thus far the presentation of results in Figures 4 through 7 has identified 4 key 

characteristics of SE. To identify the remaining SE characteristic, Hovmöller diagrams are next 

presented highlighting basic kinematic changes throughout the period preceding and 

accompanying the ERC. Figure 8 presents a Hovmöller diagram depicting the temporal evolution 

of the simulated tangential wind field at the 775 hPa level. 

 

The Hovmӧller diagram illustrated in Figure 8 succinctly summarizes the key 

characteristics of the simulated ERC as follows. 

 

1) During the early hours of simulation (48h−69h) the primary eyewall which is 

associated with the strongest tangential wind contracts and accelerates. The 

contraction of the primary eyewall is seen in the reflectivity fields (Figure 

4a−c), the vertical velocity cross sections (Figure 5a−c), and the 775 hPa 

azimuthally-averaged tangential wind profile (Figure 7a−c). 

 

2)  Diabatic heat release and pressure falls at the surface driven by 

axisymmetrization of rainbands radially outside the primary eyewall allows for  
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the formation of a secondary maximum in tangential wind at approximately 80 

km from the storm center. By 72 h of integration, the secondary maximum in 

tangential velocity surpasses the intensity of the primary tangential wind 

maximum. This is seen in Figure 8 by following the radius of maximum 

tangential wind which quickly relocates from 18 − 68 km at that time.  

 

3) Based on model-derived reflectivity, at 78 h an individual annular eyewall 

structure forms at a radius of approximately 50 km. This marks the time of SEF. 

The SEF time and location cannot be depicted in Figure 8 alone. 

 

4) Through the rest of the simulation, TC-convective feedback processes take over 

which allows for intensification and contraction of the secondary eyewall as 

seen from 72 h – 87 h in Figure 8. The primary eyewall merges with the 

secondary eyewall at some time between 75h and 84h. 

 

Another important feature evident in Figure 8 which is not mentioned in the summary 

above is the radial expansion of the tangential wind field prior to the SEF. Before the radial 

expansion of the radius of maximum winds, the tangential wind field broadens outward. The 

expansion can be seen following the 40 m s-1 contour at about 70 h. The expansion of the wind 

field before SEF was identified by Rozoff et al. (2012) as a key process that precedes SEF and 

identified by many others (e.g., Wu et al. 2012; Huang et al. 2012).  
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Figure 8: Hovmӧller diagram illustrating the 775 hPa azimuthally averaged tangential velocity 

contour and shaded. White dashed line depicts the location of the radius of maximum tangential 

wind, and the opaque gray area marks the observed time of SEF as determined by the NHC official 

advisory on 25 August 1500Z. The y-axis is both represent time with the right-hand y-axis being 

simulated forecast time and the left-hand y-axis simulation validation time. 

 

3.2 Secondary Eyewall Formation Frequency in HWRF Simulations 

 

The analysis method described in section 3.1 was applied to all simulations in the sample 

and was determined that 15 out of a total of 19 HWRF simulations forecasted SE for TC Harvey. 

The initialization locations of the secondary eyewall-producing and non-secondary eyewall-

producing simulations are summarized in Figure 9. From this figure, it is interesting to note that 

the only non-secondary eyewall-producing simulations, except for the earliest simulation in the  
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sample occurred consecutively and are initialized over or just west of, the Yucatán Peninsula 

(marked as red crosses). Meanwhile, the rest of the simulations that produced secondary eyewalls 

were all initialized over water. The frequency of SEF among these simulations is investigated 

through the rest of this section. Meanwhile, a comparison between non-SE producing and SE 

producing simulations is discussed in section 3.3.  

 

Figure 9: The initialization locations of all the simulations analyzed in this study. The simulations 

are initialized at a 6-hour interval with the earliest initialization on 20 August 1200Z and the latest 

initialization on 25 August 0600Z. The red crosses indicate simulation that did not produce 

secondary eyewalls while the black stars represent secondary eyewall producing simulations. 

 

Figure 10 illustrates a scatter plot that summarizes the time of SEF in each secondary 

eyewall producing simulation. The onset of SEF is determined as the earliest time at which an 

individual annular structure of deep convection forms and is collocated with a secondary maximum 
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in either vertical velocity or tangential wind at a radius greater than the existing primary eyewall. 

From Figure 10 two main groups of secondary eyewalls producing simulation can be identified. 

These are the simulations initialized over the Caribbean Sea (represented by blue circles to the left 

of the gray box) and the simulations over the Gulf of Mexico (represented by blue circles to the 

right of the gray box). The gray box highlights the time (on the x-axis) when simulations were 

initialized over land. Note the lack of circles during this time as these simulations did not produce 

SEs.  

Before discussing the forecasted time of SEF in the SE-producing simulations, it is 

important to note that negative time values in the following analysis indicate early simulated SEF 

occurring before 25 August 0900Z while positive values indicate late SEF occurring after 25 

August 1500Z. This window of correct SEF time is based on the TC advisories issued by the NHC. 

The NHC (when no special advisories are made) issues TC advisories every 6 hours. A simulated 

SEF was considered on time if it was forecasted to occur between the NHC advisory which stated 

Harvey had SE (issue time: 25 August 1500Z) and the previous advisory issued on 25 August 

0900Z. In other words, any forecasted SEF falling within the two black horizontal lines in Figure 

10 was considered on time.  

From Figure 10, even at very long lead times, 6 out of the 7 simulations initialized over the 

Caribbean Sea manage to forecast SEF. The only non-secondary eyewall producing simulation 

was the earliest one in the sample (initialized on 20 August at 1200Z). After further review, it was 

concluded that this simulation is too early to be adequately compared to the other simulations in 

the sample. The simulation reaches its maximum forecast lead time while the storm was over the 

Gulf of Mexico failing to reach a time at which most other simulations were forecasting SEF. This 

simulation, along with the corrupted forecast was left out of this study. 
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The average error in SEF timing for these simulations is -8.14 hours. From these 

simulations, the least skillful in predicting the time of SEF was initialized on 21 August 1200Z. 

This simulation forecasted SEF 18 hours prior to that observed in nature. The smallest error of -3 

hours is tied by two simulations initialized on 21 August 0000Z and 22 August 0600Z. Meanwhile, 

the simulations initialized over the Gulf of Mexico prove to have higher skill at predicting SEF 

time with most of the simulations producing SEF at the SEF analysis time as determined by NHC. 

From Figure 10, out of the 9 SE producing simulations initialized over the Gulf of Mexico, only 4 

predicted an either early or late SEF. The mean error for these simulations is 2 hours with a max 

and min error of -6 and 6 hours respectively. 

 

 

Figure 10: The time of SEF for every simulation. For those simulations that produced SE, the time 

of SE based on model-derived reflectivity is marked with a blue circle. For non- secondary 

eyewall-producing simulations, no circle is present. The gray vertical box represents initialization 

times during which Harvey was located over land. The gray box includes two simulation 

initialization times: 22 August 1200Z and 22 August 1800Z. The black horizontal line represents 

the time of earliest possible SEF in Harvey as determined by NHC official advisory. 
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When accounting for all secondary eyewall producing simulations, the forecasted SEF 

times occur within a 24-hour window which comprises of time SEF was analyzed in Harvey. The 

average temporal error between all simulated SEF and observed SEF is -1.31 hours, with a median 

of -3 hours. In general, at very long forecast lead times, SEs were simulated to occur earlier than 

they were observed in nature. For shorter forecasted lead times, SEFs were forecasted at a time 

that is consistent with the time of SEF in nature. 

 

3.3 A Comparison between Non-SE Producing and SE-Producing Simulations 

 

From Figure 9, it was seen that 4 of the 19 simulations did not produce SE (red crosses). 

The first simulation to not produce SE (also the earliest in the sample) was initialized on 20 August 

1200. The remaining non-SE-producing simulations (hereafter referred to as land simulations) 

were initialized consecutively between 22 August 1200Z and 23 August 0000Z (a total of 3 

simulations). The earliest two non-secondary eyewall producing simulations were initialized 

directly over the Yucatán Peninsula, while the third simulation was initialized just west of the 

peninsula, approximately 80 km west of the Petenes - Riá Celestún National Park. The rest of this 

section discusses various differences between the SE-producing and non-SE producing 

simulations including storm tracks leading to SEF, comparison of SEF locations, and TC 

environment differences between simulations that did and did not produce SE.   

Figure 11 shows the storm tracks for all the simulations in the sample. The tracks for those 

simulations initialized over the Caribbean Sea are marked as black lines, the tracks for the non-SE 

producing simulations are marked as dashed magenta lines, and the tracks for storms initialized 

over the Gulf of Mexico are marked as blue lines. There is a distinguishable bifurcation of the 
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forecasted path of these storms at approximately 21ºN and 92ºW. It can be discerned from this 

image that blue and magenta tracks temporarily head towards the north-north-west before 

returning to a northwest track. On the other hand, the black tracks (earlier simulations) continued 

their northwest movement towards Mexico. Comparing these track paths to the analysis track for 

TC Harvey (red line) in Figure 12, the simulations with shorter lead times (those that took a more 

northward track) depict the analysis path of Harvey more accurately. These simulations are also in 

greater agreement among each other (less spread between tracks after the bifurcation). The 

simulations that were initialized later in the forecast are more consistent with the analysis track. 

This suggests that these storms capture the observed atmospheric steering flow, and thus synoptic 

conditions, more accurately. This is an expected result as shorter lead times translate to increased 

skill in the forecasted storm track.  

 

Figure 11: Forecasted tracks for all HWRF simulations analyzed in this study. Blue and black 

lines represent forecasted storm position (every 6 hours) for storms initialized over the Caribbean 

Sea and the Gulf of Mexico. The dashed magenta lines represent forecasted storm position (every 

6 hours) for storms that did not produce secondary eyewalls. 
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Figure 12: Same as Figure 13 but black lines represent all forecasted tracks for all simulations 

analyzed in this study while the red line represents the analysis best-track track for TC Harvey. 

 

Figure 10 demonstrated that the earliest-initialized simulations forecasted a SEF earlier 

than what was seen in nature. However, this image does not show how SEF compared to storm 

track or position. To further investigate SEF in these simulations of Harvey, Figure 13 illustrates 

some additional information about simulated SE such as the time of SEF (denoted by the color of 

circles), the location of each SEF (denoted by circle location) and the storm tracks leading to the 

SEF. Note, a red cross on this plot denotes the analysis location of TC Harvey at the time the NHC 

observed SE (25 August 1500Z). Within the ensemble of simulations, SEF occurs in very different 

areas of the Gulf of Mexico. Different atmospheric and land surface characteristics experienced 

by the storms that stay farther south compared to the storms that track farther north means that 
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they would have a different storm structure and intensity evolution. For example, sea surface 

temperatures (SSTs) which have a greater gradient from north to south, means that north tracking 

storms might feel colder SSTs. Colder SSTs means a less favorable environment for development 

and thus weaker storms. However, this is speculation since neither SSTs or other large-scale 

environmental factors are investigated in this study. Nevertheless, since storms taking different 

tracks still produce SEs it hints that SEF, in these simulations might be insensitive to the different 

environmental conditions these storms encounter. An additional analysis comparing such 

environments is required to make any conclusions related to this.  

 

           

Figure 13: Simulated SEF location (closed circle) and time (indicated by the color of a closed 

circle) for all simulations. Blue and black lines indicate the simulated track leading up to the SEF 

for the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea initialized simulations. Dashed magenta lines 

illustrate storm track for non-SE producing simulations. 
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The non-SE producing simulations (magenta lines in Fig. 13) followed a similar track (and 

thus felt similar environmental conditions) to 9 other simulations (blue tracks) which did produce 

SE. If the environment in which a TC is embedded is not a governing factor of SEF after the 

bifurcation, then there must be something else governing SE predictability early in the non-SE 

producing simulations. A cursory analysis was performed to understand the difference between 

SE-producing simulations and Non-SE producing simulations and the connection to SEF by 

investigating the intensity evolution of all the simulations in this study. 

The connection between TC intensity and SEF frequency was demonstrated by Hawkins 

and Helveston (2008) in which it was reported that 70% of North Atlantic TCs attaining an 

intensity 120 knots generated SE. Figure 14 shows the forecasted 10-meter wind speed for each 

simulation. Based on this plot three main groups of simulation can be identified. These are the 

simulations initialized over the Caribbean Sea (represented in gray in Figure 14a), the simulations 

initialized over the Gulf of Mexico (represented in black in Figure 14b), and the land simulations 

(represented in magenta in Figure 14a and 14b). The simulations initialized over the Gulf of 

Mexico generate the strongest storms and are the most consistent (both max wind speed and 

timing) with the analysis data (dashed red line). Four of these simulations surpass the 50 m s-1 

threshold with most of the other simulations within 40 m s-1 and 50 m s-1. There are however two 

simulations initialized over the Bay of Campeche that are very weak and barely reach the 30 m s-

1 mark. These simulations will be discussed later in this section. Meanwhile, the simulations 

initialized over the Caribbean Sea are slightly weaker than the Gulf of Mexico initialized 

simulations. They also show a faster rate of intensification when compared to the analysis. This is 

due to their earlier track over the Gulf of Mexico (not shown). This could explain the earlier SEFs 
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in these simulations. Lastly, the land simulations (represented by red in both Figure 14a and 14b) 

are visibly the weakest simulations with all of them failing to reach 40 m s-1.  

 

 

Figure 14: Plot a. (above) illustrates the maximum simulated 10-meter wind speed for land 

simulations (magenta), and the Caribbean Sea initialized simulations (gray). Red dashed line 

represents the analysis maximum wind speed, and the horizontal lines depict the Saffir-Simpson 

TC category thresholds. Plot b. (below) is the same as a. but for the simulations that did produce 

SE and were initialized over the Gulf of Mexico (black). On both plots, the thicker sections for all 

the time series represent the time of SEF ± 3 hours.  

 

From the analysis in the previous section, it was shown that 79% of simulations forecasted 

a SE. However, based on the study by Hawkins and Helveston (2008), higher-end storms (SEF in 

70% of North Atlantic TCs attaining an intensity of 120 knots) are more likely to produce SE and 
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ERC. This makes SEF frequency in this study higher than expected since only 4 of the 15 

secondary eyewalls producing simulation reach an intensity of a category 120 knots or greater. 

Further investigation, involving a much larger sample size, to study SEF as a function of TC 

intensity would be necessary understand this link better. Nevertheless, there is consistency 

between the findings in this study and the findings of Hawkins and Helveston (2008). That is, only 

weak simulations (below category 2 strength) fail to produce SEs. Out of the five weakest 

simulated storms (i.e., weakest maximum intensity) three consisted of non-SE producing 

simulations, while the other two consisted of simulations initialized over water (the closest to land 

did not produce SE).  

There is a clear relationship between storm intensity and SEF, where SEF less frequent 

among weaker simulations. Of all the analyzed simulations, the weakest storms are those 

initialized over the Yucatán Peninsula, and the three earliest Gulf of Mexico initialized 

simulations. Thus, it is hypothesized that early simulation storm-land interaction for land 

initialized simulations negatively affects the organization and intensification of these storms 

translating to a slower and weaker evolution over the Gulf of Mexico and thus not supportive of 

SEF. This hypothesis does not explain the storms initialized just west of the Yucatan Peninsula 

(i.e., those that remain very weak throughout the simulation but still produce SE). Instead, these 

SE are likely false detections from the high biased subjective SE identification method used for 

study. The rest of this section is devoted to investigating the land-effect on early storm 

intensification and the connection to SEF. 

As a first step in understanding the effect of land-storm interaction has on the non-

secondary eyewall producing simulations, vortex structure and wind field differences between the 

Caribbean Sea initialized simulations and the land simulations as they move over the Yucatán 
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Peninsula are analyzed. The Caribbean Sea initialized simulations reach the Yucatan Peninsula in 

an upward intensification trend (Figure 14a); once they move over land, they quickly weaken. 

Later, they emerge off the west coast of the Yucatan Peninsula and quickly resume intensification. 

On the other hand, the Yucatan initialized simulations have a much weaker and less symmetric 

wind field over land when compared (at the same validation time) to the Caribbean simulations 

(shown later in this section). Another clear difference is that the land simulations intensify at a 

slower rate than any of the Caribbean simulations once the storms emerge over the Bay of 

Campeche (Figure 14a). To show these differences, Figure 15 compares a few simulated storms 

and their respective wind field structure and intensity as they cross over the Yucatan. Figure 15c 

and 15d depict storm-relative wind field structure and intensity for storms that will produce SE 

while Figures 15a and 15b depict specific storms that fail to produce them. The storms shown in 

this figure are chosen specifically to highlight wind field differences between these simulations as 

they exit the Yucatán Peninsula after at least 6 hours of land interaction.  

The different storms depicted in Figures 15a and 15c are valid at 22 August 1800Z and 

show a closed 775 hPa circulation over central Yucatán based on the wind vectors. However, the 

vortex in Figure 15c has a more symmetric structure as well as a stronger wind field (note the 

longer wind vectors near the storm’s center of circulation). This difference is even more apparent 

between the storm vortices highlighted in Figure 15b and 15d which are valid at 23 August 0000Z. 

The vortex in Figure 15d demonstrates a clear closed circulation, and stronger wind field than its 

land initialized counterpart in Figure 15b. Moreover, the vortex in Figure 15b is not a closed 

circulation; instead it is more representative of an open tropical wave. Further investigation shows 

that when this type of comparison is made between the other land initialized simulations and the 
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rest of the Caribbean Sea initialized simulations (not shown), a similar result is found. The land 

simulations tend to be drier and less convectively active near the storm center. 

 

Figure 15: 775 hPa wind speed intensity (shaded) and direction (vectors). a) and b) represent 

forecasted wind fields for simulations that fail to produce secondary eyewalls. c) and d) are 

secondary eyewall producing simulations. 

 

At this point, it is known that land-storm interaction has different effects on each individual 

simulation and could have negative consequences for future development of these storms (shown 

using Figure 14).  The rest of this work will attempt to investigate this interaction further by 

studying specific dynamic and thermodynamic metrics which could lead to a more robust 
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understanding of this interaction. From here on, two specific simulations are compared during their 

transit over land. The storms compared are: a Caribbean Sea initialized simulation (initialized on 

22 August 0600Z) and one of the land simulations initialized on 22 August 1200Z. Various reasons 

exist for choosing these two cases for the comparison. For the Caribbean Sea initialized simulation 

(from here on called simulation 8) the reasons are as followed. First, this it is the only simulation 

out of the eight other Caribbean Sea initialized storms to take a more northward turn after the 

bifurcation (shown in Figure 11). In other words, it followed a similar track to the non-SE 

producing simulations thus was affected by a similar steering flow and synoptic situation as all the 

other land simulations. Second, not only does it track over land just like the non-SE land 

simulations, it is initialized sufficiently close to land (Chetumal Bay, Mexico) to feel the effects 

of land-surface characteristics upon storm initialization and throughout the early development 

stages. Lastly, it was initialized earlier than all the land simulation but still produced SE. The land 

simulation initialized on 22 August 1200Z (hereafter referred to as simulation 9) was selected for 

this comparison because it was the next simulation among the HWRF forecast for Harvey (6 hours 

after simulation 8). 

 Figure 16 illustrates the 500 hPa geopotential height (contoured) and the 500 to 200 hPa 

averaged relative humidity (shaded) progression for simulation 9 (left plots) and simulation 8 (right 

plots). There are slight variations in 500 hPa pressure level height throughout the progression. For 

example, at the first-time step (Figure 16a and e) the storm in simulation 9 is initiated with a deeper 

and broader vortex (5880m closed contour) than the storm in simulation 8 (small 5990m closed 

contour). Six hours later, the land simulation weakens (shallower geopotential height), and the 

Caribbean simulation remains with structure. In Figure 16c and g the storm in simulation 9 deepens 

again while the storm in simulation 8 acquires structure resembling a tropical wave. At the end of 
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the progression both storms show a similar geopotential height structure with a closed 5880m 

closed contour. Note that the storm’s center in simulation 8 (i.e., geopotential height minimum) is 

located further north than its land initialized counterpart at this time. 

The 500 to 200 hPa averaged relative humidity (RH) is shown in Figure 16 in order to 

demonstrate upper-level moisture in the storms’ environment (shaded). At the first time-step, the 

RH environment is quite different. The storm in simulation 9 is initialized with higher upper-level 

RH values which are offset to the northeast of the storms center (Figure 16a). For the same 

validation time, the storm in simulation 8 (Figure 16e) also shows higher RH values to the north 

and east of the storm. However, there is a large area of 70-80 percent RH values near the center of 

the storm. Six hours later, higher RH values to the north in simulation 9 decrease and the center of 

the storm is collocated with RH values around 60%. Meanwhile, the north and northeast section 

of storm center (based on the 5890m contour) remains collocated with the higher RH values. This 

general structure remains similar throughout the rest of the progression, until the last time-step at 

which a large portion of high RH values are located at both storms centers once they are over the 

Gulf of Mexico. Nevertheless, the storm in simulation 9 is associated with a smaller area of higher 

RH values to the northeast when compared to the storm in simulation 8.  

The geopotential height between these two storms is also compared at 850 and 700 hPa 

and a similar progression is found (not shown). At these lower levels, the storm in simulation 8 is 

consistently shallower and less organized over land than the storm in simulation 9. However, once 

over the Gulf of Mexico, it quickly regains strength (i.e., wind field intensification) and deepens 

at a faster rate than the land simulation (not shown). As for the RH profiles at different levels, 

additional 1000 and 500 hPa and 600 to 400 hPa averages were investigated (not shown). However,  
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Figure 16: The 500 hPa geopotential height (contoured) and the 500-200 hPa averaged relative 

humidity (shaded) for the simulation initialized on 22 August 0600Z (e-h) and the simulation 

initialized at 22 August 1200Z (a-d). The comparison is made between 22 August 1200Z and 23 

August 0600Z at 6-hour interval. The x- and y-axis are longitude degrees west and latitude 

degrees north respectively. 

Simulation 9 Simulation 8 
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through a subjective analysis, no qualitatively significant differences were found at these lower 

layers. 

Recall that both storms simulated by simulation 8 and 9 are very weak as they move over 

the Yucatan Peninsula. Based on HWRF’s Automatic Tropical Cyclone Forecast (ATCF) data, 

these storms remain under 33 knots while over land (i.e., below tropical depression status on the 

Saffir-Simpson Hurricane intensity scale). For these storms, the large-scale climatological 

conditions are very important for genesis during and after their track over the peninsula. The 

favorable conditions for TC genesis have been well documented since Gray (1968): i) sea surface 

temperature of at least 26.5°C coupled with a relatively deep thermocline, ii) organized deep 

convection with high midlevel humidity, iii) weak and preferably easterly vertical wind shear, and 

iv) cyclonic low-level relative vorticity.  From the comparison in Figure 16, the storm in simulation 

8 had access to moister mid-levels than its counterpart storm thus favoring genesis (consistent with 

the findings by Gray 1968). Higher upper and mid-level RH values facilitate latent heat release 

through condensation and thus higher rates of diabatic heating at those levels. This, in turn, 

contributes to pressure falls at the surface and hence convergence in these areas. This process 

results in a positive feedback loop which results in vortex spin-up given that other atmospheric 

parameters are favorable for TC genesis.  

 From the analysis presented in Figure 16, it is evident that there are key thermodynamic 

differences between the two compared simulations. Taking this comparison a step further, Figure 

17 illustrates the progression of the TC convective activity as the storms move over the peninsula. 

Moist convective processes transport heat and moisture into the upper levels making the 

environment more favorable for TC genesis. Shaded in Figure 17 is the model-derived composite 

reflectivity and contoured is the 500 hPa geopotential height. Higher reflectivity (i.e., deep moist 
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convection) suggest localized areas of diabatic heat release. Given continuous deep convection 

over an area leads to pressure falls at the surface and thus the feedback loop described in the 

previous paragraph can develop and aid early intensification. Between Figure 17a and 17e, there 

is stronger and more wide-spread convection associated with the storm in simulation 8. Most of 

the convection (reflectivity values ranging between 30-40 dBz) is occurring to the north and 

northeast of the storm and stretches over the 5890m closed contour. Three hours later, simulation 

9 is virtually void of any convection near the storm’s center. Instead, most of the convection is 

over the ocean north of the Yucatán Peninsula. Like simulation 9, most of the convection in 

simulation 8 stretches northward over the ocean; however, a portion of the deep convection is 

within the closed 5890m contour near the storm center. At 22 August 2100Z simulation 9 is again 

void of any deep or wide-spread organized convection. By 23 August at 0000Z, almost all the 

convection associated with both storms resides over the water. It can be concluded from this 

comparison that in simulation 8 convection is permitted to develop near the storm center early in 

the simulation and then shifts north of the Yucatán where Convective Available Potential Energy 

(CAPE) is greater. On the other hand, in simulation 9 most of the higher reflectivity rates stay well 

to the north away from the storm’s center (i.e., lowest geopotential heights) as the storm moves 

west over the Yucatan. TC intensification and pressure drop at the surface is favored when deep 

convection is concentrated near the storm’s center. The dislocation of simulation 9’s storm center 

to the strongest convection could put this storm at a thermodynamic disadvantage for 

intensification once over the Gulf of Mexico. 

 Generalizing this analysis to the other simulations in the sample, the rest of the non-SE 

producing simulations were compared to all other Caribbean Sea initialized simulations before, 

during, and after their passage over the Yucatan Peninsula (not shown). While the storms were 
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Figure 17: Same as Figure 16 but shaded is the composite model derived reflectivity fields (dBz). 

The progression begins at 22 August 1500Z – 23 August 0000Z (3-hour interval). 

Simulation 9 Simulation 8 
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over the Caribbean Sea, there was a general intensification of these storms as seen in Figure 14a. 

Favorable atmospheric conditions including positive net latent heat fluxes and vigorous deep moist 

convection cooperatively worked together to moisten the atmosphere within and around the storm 

(i.e., high RH values in the mid to upper levels). Once they encounter land, these simulations 

weakened. However, an important difference with the land simulations during this time is that the 

Caribbean initialized storms had comparatively more convective activity, and moister middle to 

upper levels at and near their centers compared to their land initialized counterparts. Recalling the 

hypothesis stated at the beginning of this comparison, it is believed that middle- to upper-level 

moistening combined with convective feedback processes within and near the storm center is 

favoring storm development for systems initialized over the Caribbean Sea. As they spin-up and 

intensify over water (i.e., east of the Yucatan Peninsula), the storm’s middle to upper levels 

moisten through moist convective processes (not shown). Once these storms reach the Yucatan 

Peninsula, they temporarily weaken and convection decreases due to unfavorable conditions (e.g., 

surface friction, decreased, surface moisture fluxes, reduction in CAPE, etc.). However, when 

these systems emerge off the west coast of the Yucatan Peninsula, the new favorable 

environmental conditions in addition to already moist middle to upper levels permits quick 

intensification. Conversely, the land initialized simulations show much drier middle to upper levels 

and are less convective activity near the storm center while over land. These storms are initialized 

within a much drier environment compared to the Caribbean initialized simulations putting them 

in a thermodynamic disadvantage. Once over the Gulf of Mexico, it takes these storms longer to 

moisten the environment in which they reside which translates to a slower and weaker 

development over the Gulf of Mexico (shown in Figure 14). Slower intensification over the Gulf 

of Mexico might not allow for an optimal TC intensity and structure conducive for SEF before 
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these storms reach Texas. Although further studies are required for understanding this link, these 

results provide a promising route for future research.  
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CHAPTER 4 

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Summary 

 

TC Harvey was the 2nd costliest storm to make landfall over the continental United States. 

Although catastrophic inundation caused most of the damage in the later part of its lifetime, wind 

damage upon Hurricane Harvey’s landfall had devastating effects in the affected areas. Shortly 

before making landfall as a category 4 hurricane, Harvey completed an ERC. The connection 

between SEF and changes in storm structure and intensity has been extensively studied by various 

authors such as Willoughby et al. (1982); Black and Willoughby (1992); Kuo et al. (2009); 

Sitkowski et al. (2011). They describe how these storms usually intensify at first, then weaken 

temporarily, and finally reintensify as the secondary eyewall contracts. It has also been 

documented in the literature that prior to a SEF, the storm’s tangential wind field expands rapidly. 

This effect spreads the damaging wind radius around the storm’s track. These ERC induced 

changes, especially for landfalling TCs, makes it imperative to be able to correctly predict this 

phenomenon. 

 The objective of this study was to evaluate HWRFs performance on the prediction of SE 

in Harvey (2017). To identify SEs in simulations of Harvey produced by HWRF, an extensive 

literature review was undertaken to identify 5 key characteristics of SEs that always occur before, 

during, and after a SEF. HWRF simulations were then subjectively analyzed to identify the 

characteristics and determine which simulations did and did not forecast SEF. These 5 

characteristics were identified as followed:  

 

https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/MWR-D-12-00251.1
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f) A broadening of the tangential wind field as a precursor to SEF; 

g) SEs are associated with secondary maxima in tangential wind; 

h) SEs are associated with secondary maxima in vertical motion; 

i) A moat region separates a primary eyewall from a secondary eyewall; 

j) A SE is associated with an annular, or semi-annular, a region of deep convection 

concentric to the primary eyewall. 

 

After analyzing all available simulations, we conclude that HWRF demonstrates skill at 

simulating SE. 80% simulations predicted a SEF within 24 hours of the observed SE by the NHC. 

These simulations (marked with black asterisks in Fig. 9) were initialized over the Caribbean Sea 

or the Gulf of Mexico. Out all the SE-producing simulations, those initialized closer to the actual 

observed SEF event (i.e., with the shortest lead time) showed smaller SEF timing errors (Figure 

10 and 13). The simulations initialized over the Caribbean Sea all predicted an early SEF with a 

maximum error of 18 hours earlier than observed SEF time. This is a surprising result given that 

some of these simulations were initialized at very long lead times (51−111 hours).  

Conversely, approximately 20% of simulations failed to show at least 3 of the five key SE 

characteristics throughout the integration. Except for the earliest simulation in the sample, three of 

these non-SE producing simulations were initialized consecutively. Out of these simulations, two 

were initialized over land (Yucatán Peninsula) while the third was initialized about 80 miles off 

the west coast of the peninsula. 

At this point it is worth mentioning some of the caveats of the identification method of SE 

and SEF in these simulations. First, the five key characteristics of SE and SEF used for the 

identification process are not mutually exclusive from one another. The co-occurrence heatmap 
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represented by Table 6 quantifies how frequently different characteristics are identified 

simultaneously in all the analyzed simulations. The high number of cooccurrences (minimum of 

8) between these characteristics means that they are not mutually exclusive from one another and 

the equal treatment of these in the SE identification process (as was done for this study) might 

introduce a high bias of SEF and SE identification. Second, the method of identification of these 

characteristics is purely subjective. This introduces human error in the analysis and reduces 

consistency between each identification. Nevertheless, given that currently no objective means of 

identification of SE and SEF in NWP data exists, this method of analysis is a good first step for 

this work. 

After the identification of SE and SEF in the simulations of Harvey, the tracks of all the 

simulations were investigated. Early on, the spread among simulations is low (Figure 11) with all 

the Caribbean Sea initialized simulation tracking over the Yucatan Peninsula. Once the storm was 

west of the Yucatan Peninsula, there is disagreement between the early simulation initialized over 

the Caribbean Sea and the other simulations. The Caribbean Sea simulations continue a west-

north-west track over the Bay of Campeche with most of these storms making landfall in Mexico, 

while the later simulation takes a more north-west-northward track towards northeast Mexico and 

southern Texas. Given that both sets of simulations are responding to different solutions to the 

steering flow (i.e., different synoptic conditions) and still produce SEs, it is concluded that SEF is 

not dependent on the conditions of the atmosphere while over the Gulf of Mexico. 

This work further investigates the differences between the SE- and non-SE producing 

simulations by comparing the intensity evolution of all the simulations in the sample. It is found 

that all three of the non-SE producing simulations initialized between the 22 August 1200Z and 

23 August 0000Z are among the five weakest simulations in this analysis. These simulations fail 
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to reach category 2 strength throughout the entirety of the integration and thus make them 

unfavorable for SEF. Given that these simulations follow a similar track (and thus similar 

atmospheric conditions) as the much stronger Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea initialized 

simulations, it is hypothesized that land-surface interaction during initialization and early 

developmental stages of these non-SE producing simulations negatively impacted the dynamical 

structure of these TCs. It is worth noting that the weak storm intensity is not a unique characteristic 

of simulations which fail to produce SE. The simulations initialized on 23 August 0600Z and 23 

August 1200Z are the other two among the 5 weakest simulations and did produce SE. However, 

these storms are initialized over water and far west of the Yucatan Peninsula.  

To test the hypothesis and identify some of the overland conditions that could lead to 

differences in the future intensity of these storms, a comparison between a storm initialized in 

Chetumal Bay, Mexico (simulation 8) which forecasts SE and a storm initialized over the Yucatán 

Peninsula (simulation 9) is carried out. These simulations are chosen meticulously for this 

comparison as they both follow a similar track, are initialized very close to each other (both feel 

the effects of land) and are initialized 6 hours apart from each other. It is found from this 

comparison that both storms maintain a similar dynamic structure as they move west over the 

Yucatán Peninsula. However, thermodynamically there are few differences. Once over land the 

storm in simulation 8 is in a more thermodynamically favorable environment with higher RH 

values closer to the storms center (based on min in geopotential height).  

Meanwhile the storm in simulation 9 the higher RH values are north of the storms and 

mostly over the ocean. Further investigation showed that the storm in simulations 8 was more 

convectively active during its passage over the peninsula compared to the storm in simulation 9. 

When the rest of the non-SE producing simulation were compared to the other Caribbean Sea 
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simulations, similar differences were found. The Caribbean Sea initialized storms were all 

associated with higher RH values in the mid- to upper levels and were more convectively active 

as they tracked across the peninsula. 

Convection along with high RH values is important for TC genesis, but further analysis is 

needed to properly link the higher convective activity in these simulations to vortex spin-up once 

over the Gulf of Mexico. However, the following is speculated: Storms initialized over the 

Caribbean Sea are over a more favorable environment for development. Deep moist convection 

processes from these storms act as a mechanism for moistening the middle to upper levels of the 

atmosphere. Simultaneously, convection is favored in environments of high moisture contents due 

to less evaporation through entrainment as well as decreased parcel cooling through evaporation.  

Increased convection and a moister environment leads to increased diabetic heat release, column 

warming and thus pressure falls at the surface. 

 Given that most of the convection is confined to the center of the storm (as in the Caribbean 

simulations) TC genesis is favored. Dynamically, convection driven updraft lead to column 

stretching and vorticity increase through the atmosphere which acts to spin up storms. This 

differences over land aid the Caribbean Sea during this time and puts them at a thermodynamic 

advantage for intensification once over water. Meanwhile, the drier air aloft and less convective 

activity associated with the land simulations produces a less favorable environment and limits the 

intensification rate of these storms over once over water. In general, storms that are initialized over 

the Caribbean Sea track over the Yucatan Peninsula in a healthier environment for development 

than their land initialized simulations. The link between drier initializations in the land simulation 

and simulated SEF still needs further investigation. Nevertheless, this is promising route for future 

research involving NWP sensitivity studies. 
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4.2 Implications 

 

This study has demonstrated that there is a connection between the formation of SEs in 

HWRF forecasts of Harvey and the environment in which these simulations are initialized. The 

precise physical mechanism governing that connection has not yet been identified. Nevertheless, 

the analysis presented in this paper provides some clues as to what those mechanisms might be. 

For example, the analysis suggests that high middle to upper-level humidity can favor deep layer 

moist convection and maintain a coherent dynamical TC structure as the systems move across 

land. In this case, the formation of a SE in these simulations of Harvey would be dependent on 

vortex spin-up speed, characteristic and structure and the influence on this by environmental 

conditions. Moreover, the correct representation of initialization and early TC environment 

becomes more important to simulating a SEF than HWRF forecast skill at long lead times. This is 

because simulations that were initialized as much as two days before land interaction produced 

SE.  

Although it is now known that the environment during the early stages of TC development 

is important for predicting SE, a few questions remain. For example, how important is mid- to 

upper-level humidity compared to other environmental factors that favor TC genesis such as mid- 

to low-level relative vorticity, SSTs, and environmental shear? How sensitive is SEF to the specific 

region of the Yucatán Peninsula (e.g., land characteristics), the duration of land-vortex interaction, 

and the proximity of storm’s center to land? Further investigations involving NWP sensitivity 

studies are required to inspect each of these individually. To recap, two major findings have been 

made in this paper. First, the 2017 operational HWRF, one of the models used in NHC operations, 

has the capability of simulating SE in a way that is temporally consistent with was observed with 
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Harvey and second, the simulation of a SEF in HWRF guidance of TC Harvey is sensitive to storm 

initialization location and synoptic environment.  
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